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3. 19 JUDAICA CATALOGUES FROM AURORA FINE BOOKS NEW YORK CITY. Wraps. Book:VG. Catalogue #1 - 1065 items Dec 1990; #2 - 1100 items; #3 - 1080 items bulletin; #21 - 165 items; #22 - 205 items catalogue #4 - 940 items Oct 1993 bulletin #23 225 items #24 - 200 items catalogue #5 - 960 items; bulletin #25 - 220 items; bulletin #26 - 215 items; catalogue #6 - 1035 items; bulletin #27 - 208 items; #28 - 582 items; #29 - 553 items catalogue; #7 - 1078 items bulletin; #30 - 546 items; #31 - 500 items; #32 - 446 items. $25.00.

25. JUDAICA PHILATELIC JOURNAL. Illus. Self-pub, NY. Wraps. 9 issues plus index issue; Vol I & II Sep 1963 - Dec 1963; Vol II No. 2 Aug 1965; Vol II No. 4 Nov 1965; Vol II No. 5 Mar 1966; Vol II No. 6 Jun 1966; Vol III No. 1 Sep 1966; Vol III No. 3 Mar 1967; Vol III No. 4 Jun 1967; Vol III No. 5 Oct 1967; Vol III No. 6 Dec 1967. $5.00 each.


33. ONE SHEET OF CHARITY CINDERELLA POSTER STAMPS FOR: EMERGENCY FUND FOR GREAT CHARITY 'CHAYE OLAM' INSTITUTIONS OF JERUSALEM. Circa 1940s, New York, NY. 80 stamps, five cent denomination. Each stamp in blue with a picture in a young girl. Holiday Emergency Fund of G.C.C.I. In very good used condition, with some fading. In philately, a cinderella stamp is virtually anything resembling a postage stamp, but not issued for postal purposes by a government postal administration. Like Christmas Seal or Cinderella stamps, are sold by charities to raise funds & awareness for charitable programs. See Yeshiva University Museum, Center for Jewish History, online catalog, accession number 2001.041.

34. OUR MISSION. Illus. UJA, 1972, PA. Book:VG-. DJ:VG. UJA Mission 4 to Israel Nov 1972, 4to. 77 pp. $5.00.

35. PAPERS & PHOTOS FROM THE FILES OF SIMON BLOOM, EDITOR OF THE NEWARK (NJ) JEWISH LEDGER REGARDING ABBA HILLEL SILVER. The following 18 items were collected by Bloom in preparation for a special issue of the Newark Jewish Ledger, February 26, 1953. It was the Silver Commemorative Issue in honor of Rabbi Abba Hillel Silver's 60th Birthday. Items from the 60th Birthday Celebration tendered by the Zionist Organization of America to Dr. Abba Hillel Silver, Thursday Evening, February 5, 1953, Waldorf Astoria (NYC). Includes: photos, program, guest list, correspondence, tributes & 2 signed letters from Silver & 2 letters from his brother, Maxwell & sister Bessie, plus other items. Full list of items available.


43. TERMINOLOGY AND A BRIEF GUIDE TO DESCRIPTIVE MODELS OF JEWISH RITUAL OBJECTS. Illus. Center for Jewish Art, 1986, Israel. Wraps ExLib. Book:VG-. By the indexing team. 4to. 13 pp. $10.00.

44. TERMINOLOGY AND A DESCRIPTIVE MODEL FOR A RIMON. Illus. Center for Jewish Art, 1986, Israel. Wraps ExLib. Book:VG-. By the indexing team. 4to. 11 pp. $10.00.


47. THE COMPREHENSIVE AND SELF-INTERPRETING FAMILY BIBLE: CONTAINING THE OLD AND NEW TESTAMENTS WITH UPWARDS OF ONE THOUSAND MARGINAL REFERENCES AND NOTES AND THE APOCRYPHA, CONCORDANCE AND PSALMS IN METRE, WITH AN INTRODUCTION EMBRACING...EDITED BY PROF CALVIN E. STOWE TO WHICH ARE ADDED...COMPILED AND EDITED BY REV. WILLIAM BLACKWOOD TOGETHER WITH A NEW AND IMPROVED DICTIONARY OF THE BIBLE CONTAINING...REV. ALFRED
NEVINS WITH FINE STEEL PLATES AND OVER TWO HUNDRED ENGRAVINGS ON WOOD. Worthington, Dustin & Co., 1872, Hartford, Conn. Book:VG-. 21 pp of the Psalms; 41 pp Concordance. 4to. 768+ pp. $40.00.


50. THE MICHLALAH MURALS PAINTED BY ARCHIE RAND. Michlalah College, 1985, Israel. ExLib. Book: VG. The 8 murals at Michlalah–Jerusalem College for Women, represent the 7 Days of Creation according to the first chapter in Genesis & the Eishet Hayil, in Proverbs, Chapter 31. Library stickers on front & rear flyleaves. 4to. 36 pp. $20.00.


180. Edelstein,Yehuda. AVRAHAM SHAPIRA (SHEKH IBRAHIM MIKHAH). Hotsaat Yedidim, 1939, Tel Aviv. Book:G-. In Hebrew. Vol 2 of 2. Shapira, 1870-1965, one of the first Jewish Shomerim (Watchmen) in erez Israel. Head of the Shomerim in Petah Tikvah. Top 1 3/4 inches of backstrip mended; bottom of spine frayed; corners bumped' covers lightly soiled; top corner rear paste-down mended 2 1/2 inches; bottom edge of covers slight dent. 245-544 pp. $30.00.

181. Ehmann,Eliesser L. ARBEITSPLAN FUR PURIM; OMERZEIT UND SCHAUWOT; ROSCH HASCHANA UND JOM KIPPUR. Reichsvertretung der Juden in Deutschland Schullabteilung,. 1938, Germany. Wraps. Book:VG-. 3 pamphlets in German. 49/47/30 pp. $35.00.


Zevahim - Menahot: folio. 74+ leaves. Hinges mended; corners bumped; top of spine bumped & pulled; a few small white spots on covers. Epstein, 1866-1933, talmudist & rosh yeshivah in Lithuania & Erez Israel. These are a collection of his lectures. $65.00.


194. Eybeschutz, Jonathan. KERETI U-FELELT; HELEK ALEF 'AL SHULHAN ARAKH YOREH DE'AH. VE-HOSAFNU... TIFERET YISRAEL 'AL MILCHT T MIDEH. Prager, 1949, NY. Book: G-. In Hebrew. Tiferet Yisrael has a separate title page. Eybeschutz, 1690/5-1764, talmudist & kabbalist. This is one of his masterpieces of pilpulistic literature. Covers slightly scuffed; end papers slightly browning; top edge slightly soiled. 4to. 88/23 leaves. $28.00.


323. Hurwitz, S.L. The Treatise of Ethics by Maimonides, Interpreted and Commented Upon (Hilkhot De'ot Helek Mi-Sefer Ha-Mada'). Mipshah, 1932, Israel. Book: VG. In Hebrew. Corners & top & bottom of spine bumped; slight dent to top edge. 176 pp. $22.00.


328. Isaacs, Abram S. School Days in Home Town. JPS, 1928, PA. Book: VG. The story of a Jewish school whose atmosphere was undoubtedly old fashioned. Author was a professor, rabbi & editor. 162 pp. $10.00.


450. Mazar, Benjamin (ed). JERUSALEM - THE SAGA OF THE HOLY CITY. The Universitas-Pub, 1945, Jerusalem. Book: VG. Benjamin Mazar: Introduction; Michael Avi-Yonah: Historical Background; David Amiran: Geographical Background; Hermann Meyer: Pictorial Presentation: A History of Maps, Views & Reconstructions. A Shorter Bibliography on Jerusalem. 6 maps. 23 plates. Limited edition with 10 hand-coloured plates, 2 of which fold-out; this copy is #873. ½ page inscr to previous owner on front flyleaf which is browned; book is slightly cocked; light spotting to front cover; some spotting to rear cover; light spotting to pastedown; slight spotting to back of plates 6, 7, 8, 12, 13; bottom corner bumped. Folio. 77+23 pp. $55.00.


456. Merell, Sheldon (Cantor). CHANT S OF A LIFETIME FROM SYNAGOGUE TO OPERA. Tefillah, NYC. Led the congregation. 16mo. 64 pp. $35.00.


495. Polachek, Shlomo. TALMUD. Commentary. Law. Top & bottom of spine pulled & frayed; corners bumped. 4to. 348 pp. $80.00.


510. Ravina,Menashe. YEME HA-DOR HA-ZEH. Y. Unterhandler, Warsaw, 1883. 70 pp. History. Guenzburg, 1795-1846, Hebrew author & founder of the first modern Jewish school in Lithuania. Writing on title (1) & end pages; top has been trimmed, text not affected; spine wrinkled; small stain on front cover; rear pastedown missing. 24mo. 152 pp. $34.00.


515. Rivlin, Ellis. THE SHAPING OF JEWISH HISTORY - A RADICAL NEW INTERPRETATION. Charles Scribner’s Sons, 1971, NY. Book:VG. DJ:VG-. Inscr on a separate card. Author bases his concepts of Jewish history on the Jew’s ability to solve historical problems by redefining Judaism, clinging to the idea of unity in the universe while elaborating on that idea. As a result, the Jews have been able to interact creatively with many different societies & yet remain unique. Index. 256 pp. $10.00.


533. Saadyah, Maximon. THE BOOK OF HANUKKAH INCORPORATING AN ALBUM OF ILLUSTRATIONS IN FULL COLOR BY SIGMUND FORST. Shulisinger Brothers, 1958, NY. Book: VG. The Story of the Maccabees: A Saga of Heroism and Dedication and a Miracle as Retold by Saadyah Maximon. 27 illus. 4to. 127 pp. $28.00.


541. Scheiman, S.J. AMUDE SHAYISH: KOLEL LUH 'AL ARBA ME'OT VE-ARBA 'ESREH SHANAH, MI-SHENAT, HAMESHET ALAFIM VE-HAMESH ET VE-SHI'AVAH U-SHEMONIM 'AD KELOT ELEF HA-HISHI... J (ANMUDAI SHAISH [MARBLE PILLARS]) A CALENDAR FOR A PERIOD OF 414 YEARS, FROM 1826 TO 2240. CONTAINING IN REGULAR ORDER THE EXACT PERIOD OF EVERY NEW MOON'S APPEARANCE, SABBATHS, FESTIVALS AND SCRIPTURAL PORTIONS ON EACH, ALSO THE EQUINOXES OF THE SOLAR YEAR ACCORDING TO THE PRESCRIBED AND AUTHORIZED JEWISH LAWS, CORRESPONDING WITH DATES IN COMMON ERA. CAREFULLY COMPILED FROM THE WORKS OF ANCIENT RABBINICAL ASTRONOMERS, WITH ENGLISH AND YIDDISH ANNOTATIONS. Frontis. 1900,
boards. Book:G+. 4 vols in 1. In Hebrew. Edges of covers very chipped; corners bumped thru; top of spine pulled hard; bottom of spine bumped; slight soiling to spine. 98,102,48,64 pp. $26.00.


655. Zimmerman, Frank. THE BOOK OF TOBIT - AN ENGLISH TRANSLATION WITH INTRODUCTION AND COMMENTARY. Dropsie College, 1958, NY. Book:VG-. DJ:G. Probably written 1st in Aramaic & trans into Hebrew, but it survives in 3 Greek texts, 2 of which are in this vol. Biblio. comments: Index. 190 pp. $35.00.


